


The entertainment sector has changed. Instant Gratification
is now the name of the game and audiences expect and
demand high-quality, shareable content at the click of the
button. Investors tie project financing to social media
presence and online influence. New technology makes
compelling and original content accessible to the masses,
but extremely vulnerable to theft.

ECP Entertainment embraces these changes and develops
dynamic and flexible strategies that allow our clients to
control their narrative; instead of having the narrative
control them.

ENTERTAINMENT EXPLOSION
Drive Your Narrative



African entertainment has cemented itself as a global
contender. As the world leaves traditional entertainment
services behind, internationally renowned streaming
services are clamoring for prime African content to
broadcast to diverse audiences across the globe. Never
before have African Talents had the opportunity to share
their talents more widely.

With the world’s eyes and ears within reach, the
opportunities seem endless. ECP Entertainment is working
with entertainers to identify viable potentials that
maximize profitability, sustain momentum and prioritize
Africa’s unique interests.

AFRICAN RENAISSANCE

Expanding Your Reach



ECP Entertainment is a diversified and dynamic full-service
entertainment practice which represents a wide array of high-profile
and upcoming clients in the Film and Television, Performing Arts,
Animation, Music, Digital Media, Visual Arts, and Design industries.

Our thriving Entertainment Law Practice offers innovative and diligent
legal representation through our team of experienced and innovative
attorneys. Through our talent management partner – ABCS, we also
offer our clients financial and managerial services towards helping
them navigate complex, regulatory terrain and proactively cultivate
meaningful growth amongst talent.

Our unique approach towards client representation, disentangles our
clients from legal challenges and administrative headache by allowing
them to focus on their distinct narratives and creative pursuits.

ECP Entertainment: What We Do
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The ECP Entertainment is a diversified and dynamic full-
service entertainment firm which represents a wide array of
high-profile and upcoming clients in the Film and Television,
Performing Arts, Animation, Music, Digital and Media, and
Visual Arts industries. Our thriving Entertainment Practice
offers innovative and diligent representation through our
team of experienced and innovative professionals. We also
offer our clients financial and managerial services towards
helping surpass the peak of their careers and proactively
cultivate meaningful growth amongst talent.

Our unique approach towards client representation,
disentangles our clients from legal challenges and
administrative headache by allowing them to focus on their
distinct narratives and creative pursuits.

ABOUT ECP Entertainment




